
after her 2011 wedding, 
banker Nicole Shariat Farb 
spent hours sourcing supplies 
from craft stores to create cute 
homemade thank-you notes 
she’d seen on Pinterest. Then 
she got to work — and botched 
the project. “They looked  
like a 4-year-old had made  
them,” she says with a laugh. 
Obsessed with the idea of 
simplifying crafting for fellow 
beginner DIY-ers, she quit her 
job in 2013 to start Darby 
Smart, an e-marketplace that 
sells ready-made craft kits. 
Tens of thousands of sales 
later, her business is blowing 
up. GH asked her how she 
turned her fun hobby into  
a full-time gig. 

i did research in a 
michaels parking lot. 
Crafting is a nearly $30 billion 
market; I knew the opportu-

nity there was huge. When  
I was still working at my old 
job, I spent my free time at 
Michaels, asking customers 
outside how they felt about 
buying craft supplies online.  
I also cold e-mailed craft 
bloggers about projects they 
were sharing on Pinterest.  
I knew that if I could connect 
their ideas with supplies,  
I could help them turn their 
creativity into businesses.

quitting banking was 
terrifying. My husband, 
Michael, has worked at a 
start-up for a long time; I was 
always the stable-job person.  
I was confident that my 
business model was unique, 
but there were still so many 
unknowns. Michael was 
incredibly supportive. We 
agreed to dip into our savings 
so I could give my idea a shot.

i stalked my business 
partner on facebook. 
He was a software engineer  
at the website Eventbrite and 
had the technical background 
I was looking for, coupled with 
two key things: He wanted to 
take a risk, and he had a skill 
set the opposite of mine.  
I knew we could make each 
other stronger. It took four 
meetings to get him on board. 
Now we manage a team of 16. 

going on maternity 
leave taught me a 
valuable lesson. When  
I had my twins, Kass and Cooper, 
I worried that by taking time 
off, I would let my team down 
and our growth would slow. But 

taking the time away made me 
realize how talented our staff is. 
I have to work on trusting them 
and delegating more.

our office is a  
crafter’s candyland. 
At our new 6,300-square-foot 
space in San Francisco, we  
have every supply imaginable —  
hundreds of cans of spray 
paint, 20 types of glue, you 
name it. Every day we test craft 
ideas submitted by bloggers. 
After we accept a project, the 
blogger walks away with a 
portion of sales. Some of them 
have told us our site changed 
their lives — those are my 
proudest moments.   
        — as told to Rachel Bowie

crafting an 
empire

career-spiration

+ make something pretty! order Nicole’s kits at darbysmart.com.
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mail-order pride  
most darby smart crafts (like these diy 
Posh Pink Planters, $20) take an hour tops. 

it’s all in the box! 
everything you need 
to make the coaster 
above comes in this 
kit! Wood-burning 
starter set, $44

making your  mark
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